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 Great School, Made Better! 
 

Every year as the first day of school approaches, the 
excitement and anxiety increases among students and 
many parents, --especially those with younger children. 
Finally, the big day arrives in mid-August. The hallways 
and classrooms like the ones at El Grito Head Start in 
Silver City, New Mexico are alive once again after the 
summer break.  

It’s 8:15 in the morning and parents are escorting their 
children to their respective classrooms. There each child is 
greeted by their two teachers. This greeting becomes a 
daily ritual for the rest of the school year. The exchange 
allows the teachers to talk and know the parents. This 
one-on-one communication is one for the reasons why the 
school is so successful. 

El Grito is a special place to go to school. This is 
somewhere that all of us wished we could have gotten our 
early education.  The curriculum for three and four-year-old 
Head Start students is based on a high-quality 
comprehensive instruction.  The students learn language, literacy, math, science, social/emotional, and physical skills.  
And, they’ll do so while having fun because the school is successful in building on play and natural learning styles. 

Bit by bit the need for Head Start education for low-income families with special needs children has grown. In 2019, the 
school administration began looking for a solution.  That’s when a portable classroom owned by the Silver Consolidated 
School District was donated to El Grito Head Start. With the assistance from the State of New Mexico, the building was 
scheduled to be relocated and placed on a foundation at the main facility. However, it was going to cost $117,000 to 
create two classrooms and bring the donated portable into compliance with building and school codes.  

The Southwest New Mexico Council of Governments helped El Grito search for the funds.  Soon through USDA Rural 
Development’s Community Facility Grant program, and the COVID-19 Cares Act, the State Head Start Grant program, 
and Federal Head Start roll over funds they obtained enough funding to move and set up the building. 

Since being moved, the building has been divided into two classrooms that will each accommodate 16 students. The 
construction also included handicap accessible entrances and ramps, 3 new bathrooms, air conditioning, heating, and fire 
alarm systems.  

The final touches to the building are being completed, so it’ll be ready to greet its newest students in August of 2021.  

Obligation Amount: $40,950 in Rural Development Community Faculty Grants 

Date of Obligation: April 7, 2021 

Congressional District: Yvette Harrell (NM 02) U.S. Senator Martin Heinrich and U.S. Senator Ben Ray Lujan 

Partners: Silver City Consolidated Schools, COVID-19 CARES ACT: N.M. Head Start, Federal Head Start 

Demographics Silver City, N.M. has a population of 9,386 with a poverty rate of 33.8% 

Impact: El Grito Head Start is now able to expand the number of Head Start  students it serves in a 
modern facility 

 

 
The new El Grito Head Start classroom moved to school through the 
streets of Silver City, N.M. 


